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It has been long established that plants play major roles in a treatment wetland. However, the

role of plants has not been incorporated into wetland models. This study tries to incorporate

wetland plants into a biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) model so that the relative contributions

of the aerobic and anaerobic processes to meeting BOD can be quantitatively determined. The

classical dissolved oxygen (DO) deficit model has been modified to simulate the DO curve for a

field subsurface flow constructed wetland (SFCW) treating municipal wastewater. Sensitivities of

model parameters have been analyzed. Based on the model it is predicted that in the SFCW

under study about 64% BOD are degraded through aerobic routes and 36% is degraded

anaerobically. While not exhaustive, this preliminary work should serve as a pointer for further

research in wetland model development and to determine the values of some of the parameters

used in the modified DO deficit and associated BOD model. It should be noted that nitrogen cycle

and effects of temperature have not been addressed in these models for simplicity of model

formulation. This paper should be read with this caveat in mind.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, studies on constructed wetlands have focused

on (i) hydraulic characteristics and their effects on wetland

performance and design, and (ii) kinetics and modeling of

contaminant degradation as a function of wetland forms

(subsurface or free water surface flow) and operating

time/conditions. Treating the wetland as a black box,

BOD removal in SFCW has been modeled using various

degradation models, mostly based on input/output data

(Kadlec & Knight 1996; Rochfort et al. 1997; USEPA 1988;

2000;Wynn & Liehr 2001; Rousseau et al. 2004). Alternative

models such as the tank-in-series model (Wynn & Liehr

2001; Liu 2002), the mixing cell method (Chen et al. 1999),

sequential analytical models (Martin & Reddy 1997; Gerke

et al. 2001), and multi-scale models (Marahatta 2004) have

been developed for design of SFCWs. Grismer (Grismer

2005) evaluated the effects of non-uniform flow and

degradation parameter uncertainty on subsurface-flow

constructed wetland performance. Model-based design

approaches for constructed wetlands have been reviewed

by Rousseau et al. (Rousseau et al. 2004). While these are

important contributions to wetland modeling, limited or no

model has so far incorporated rhizosphere (plant root zone)

contributions into a model.

It is well documented that wetland plants and biofilms

play important roles in a constructed wetland. Biofilms

have been modeled in the context of the wetland (McBride

& Tanner 2000; Ragusa et al. 2004) but not plants. The main

subsurface environmental parameters affected by roots

include DO, pH, and oxidation reduction potential (ORP)

(Marschner et al. 1987; Geelhoed et al. 1999; Kirk 1999;

Neori et al. 2000; Bezbaruah & Zhang 2004, 2005). Most

wetland plants transfer oxygen into the rhizosphere through
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their roots (Armstrong 1978). The plants translocate oxygen

into the rhizosphere from the upper leaf area, and the

oxygen is used by the root-zone microorganisms for the

degradation of plant toxicants. In spite of our knowledge on

rhizosphere and their microenvironments, the use of these

fundamentals is essentially unknown in wetland design

and modeling.

To understand the wetland degradation processes it is

imperative to examine the issue of oxygen availability in

constructed treatment wetlands from an engineering

perspective. The U.S. EPA has identified this aspect for

further research (Reed et al. 1995; Campbell & Ogden 1999;

USEPA 2000). There are some published research that

reported the amount of oxygen available from plant roots in

a constructed wetland. Published estimates range from 0 to

45 g O2 m
22 (of wetland surface area) d21 (Reed et al. 1995).

The U.S. EPA (USEPA 2000) reported the number as 0 to

3 g O2 m22 d21. Others calculated 5–12 g O2 m22 d21

(Armstrong et al. 1990), ,0.02 g O2 m22 d21 (Brix &

Schierup 1990), and ,7.2 g O2 m22 d21 (Gersberg et al.

1991). The recent work by Bezbaruah and Zhang

(Bezbaruah & Zhang 2004, 2005) suggests that plants

release only , 0.5 to 11mg O2 m22 (of wetland surface)

d21. The large number of factors that affect the amount of

oxygen release by plant roots and difficulty in quantification

might have caused such disparity in values (Liehr et al.

2000; Stein & Hook 2005). Nevertheless there are consider-

able doubts about the ability of plants to effectively

oxidize the rhizosphere environment to satisfy wastewater

oxygen demand in constructed wetlands (USEPA 2000).

Anaerobic processes also contribute towards BOD removal

in a constructed wetland (Bezbaruah et al. 2001). So, it is

important to quantify the contributions of aerobic and

anaerobic processes in wetland treatment of BOD.

In this study, an effort has been made to construct a

DO deficit model incorporating the plant and biomass

components. The model is used to simulate the DO curve

for a field SFCW. Using curve fitting techniques, the DO

deficit model is used to dynamically attribute the degra-

dation of organics (represented by BOD) to aerobic and

anaerobic processes. Effects nitrogen cycle and temperature

(Stein & Hook 2005) have not been modeled to keep the

model simple. However, it is important to note that these

factors affect the wetland and final refined model should

incorporate all possible and significant parameters. This

paper should be read with this caveat in mind. The

paper should serve as a pointer for further refinement of

the models.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field wetland and sampling strategy

Hanson Lakes SFCWs are designed to serve 350households

(1,750 people) in Hanson Lakes locality (Sarpy County,

Nebraska, U.S.A). The wastewater (0.4 million L d21 design

flow; initial BOD5 ø 300mg L21; initial total nitrogen ø
40mg L21; initial TSS ø 500mg L21) is introduced into a

4-cell wetland (50.3m £ 30.8m; 0.46m pea gravel and

limestone media) after passing through an equalization tank

and biofilters. Cattail (Typha spp., first 8.2m), bulrush

(Scirpus validus, 8.2m) and reed (Phragmites australis, rest

32m) are planted in the wetland cells and considered as

matured (Reed et al. 1995).

Sampling ports were established by inserting perforated

PVC pipes (, 2-cm diameter and , 30-cm long) into the

wetland bed. This sampling depth is assumed to be

representative based on sampling experience in the wetland.

A total of 19 sampling points were established along the

center line of the wetland. Sampling was done during the

daylight hours at random intervals. However, it was made

sure that the sampling day was a sunny one and not

immediately (10–15days) after a rain event. DO and

temperature were measured in-situ using a portable meters.

All analyses were completed within 24hours of collection of

the samples (except for BOD analysis) as per standard

methods (APHA et al. 1995)

DO deficit model

The model proposed is a modification of the conventional

DO deficit model (Tchobaboglous & Schroeder 1987;

Chapra 1997). The term for root oxygen supply

[KR(Cs 2 C)] and attached growth biomass oxygen demand

(rBM) are introduced specifically to represent the subsurface

flow constructed wetland environment. The introduction of

the rBM term took care of the oxygen demand by biomass
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and biomass sorbed BOD. The biomass (attached to the

wetland media and the wetland plant roots) oxygen demand

rate is taken as constant. The root oxygen supply is assumed

to be proportional to the DO deficit in the bulk wastewater

(Bezbaruah & Zhang 2004). Rate of change of DO

concentration (C) in a SFCW is represented as below.

dC

dt
¼ 2KLta þKaðCs 2 CÞ þKRðCs 2CÞ2 rBM ð1Þ

Combining Ka and KR into one single parameter, the

following equation is obtained:

dC

dt
¼ 2KLta þKarðCs 2 CÞ2 rBM ð2Þ

where, C, DO at any time (g O2 m
23); K, BOD rate constant

(d21); Lta, BOD5 to be satisfied aerobically at any time t

(g BOD m23); Ka, reaeration rate constant (d21); Cs, DO

saturation concentration in bulk water (g O2 m
23); KR, root

oxygen supply rate constant (d21); rBM, biomass (attached

growth) oxygen demand rate (g O2 m
23 d21); t, time (d); Ka,

Combined oxygen supply rate constant, Ka þ KR (d21).

Writing DO deficit at any time t as D ( ¼ Cs 2 C), the

differential Equation (Equation 2) can be solved as:

D ¼
KLoa

Kar 2K
½exp ð2K tÞ2 exp ð2KartÞ�

þDo
*exp ð2KartÞ þ

rBM
Kar

½12 exp ð2KartÞ� ð3Þ

where, Loa, Initial BOD5 to be degraded aerobically (g BOD

m23); Do, Initial DO deficit (g O2 m23).

To use the model, the wetland is divided into a number

of small imaginary wetlands of hydraulic retention time

(HRT) Dt. Each of the wetland cell is imagined to consist of

many (j ¼ 1 to n) continuously stirred tank reactors

(CSTR) in series. As in Equation 3, the DO deficit, Di in

CSTRj at time ti is calculated based on, among other

parameters, Loa (the effluent BOD of CSTRj21 at ti that

would be aerobically degraded within CSTRj). A distri-

bution between 100–0 (i.e., 100% aerobic and 0% anaero-

bic degradation) and 0-100 can be used to dynamically

distribute the BOD into aerobic and anaerobic degradation.

The accuracy of the distribution, together with other

parameters, then can be checked by comparing the DO

data collected from the field (e.g., Hanson Lakes SFCWs as

in this study) with simulation curves obtained from

Equation 3.

The aerobic and anaerobic distribution obtained from

the DO deficit model then can be used to simulate a BOD

curve over fractional distance (or time). Assuming both the

aerobic and anaerobic degradation of BOD to be first order

reactions, the BOD remaining at any time can be expressed

with Equation 4. The aerobic and anaerobic degradation

rate constants may vary along the length of the wetland

(Shepherd et al. 2001). Accordingly, it would be wiser to try

to fit the BOD curve with a retarded rate expression (Crites

& Tchobanoglous 1998). With the incorporation of the

retardation factor, the new expression for calculating BOD

at any instant can be written as Equation 5.

Lt ¼ Lo fa Exp ð2K tÞ þ Lo fan Exp ð2Kan tÞ ð4Þ

Lt ¼ Lo fa Exp 2
K

R
ln ð1þ R tÞ

� �

þ Lo fan Exp 2
Kan

R
ð1þ R tÞ

� �
ð5Þ

where, Lt, BOD at any time t (g BOD m23); Lo, Ultimate

BOD (g BOD m23); fa, Percent fraction of BOD treated

aerobically; K, BOD rate constant (d21); Kan, Anaerobic

degradation rate constant (d21); fan, Percent fraction of

BOD treated anaerobically ¼ (1 2 fa); T, Time (d).

MODEL INPUTS AND RESULTS

Results from the Hanson Lake SFCWs (not shown) indicate

that the wetland worked very efficiently for BOD removal

(77%); however, ammonia removal is very limited (,23%).

DO increased from the inlet (0.07mg L21) to the outlet

(1.01mg L21), and ORP from 2350 to þ38mV. Results

of the authors’ earlier studies on constructed wetlands

(Bezbaruah & Zhang 2003, 2004, and 2005) cannot be used

to explain why there is enough oxygen in the wetland outlet

and a different approach is needed.

The constructed wetland experiments done with and

without artificial aeration clearly indicate that anaerobic

processes also contribute towards BOD removal in a

constructed wetland (Bezbaruah et al. 2001). Therefore, it
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is necessary to distribute the BOD among the aerobic and

anaerobic processes to estimate the remaining aerobically-

degradable BOD (Loa) at a particular time (ti). To do so, it

is necessary to know the percentages BOD that are

treated aerobically and anaerobically. However, anaerobic

processes that exist in a constructed wetland have not been

fully investigated, and as such the anaerobic BOD removal

rate constant is not known. The presence of a large amount

of biomass attached to the wetland media makes the

anaerobic contribution to BOD removal in a SFCW similar

to those in conventional fixed-bed attached growth

processes for wastewater treatment. Therefore, on the

basis of results obtained from other wastewater treatment

processes, a value of 5 d21 (Rittman & McCarty 2001) is

used for this analysis. Selecting a high value would add

additional factor of safety to the model.

The DO data collected from the Hanson Lakes SFCWs

are used in this study. For the purpose of simulating the

DO sag, the field wetland is imagined to be divided

into small CSTRs with each having an HRT, Dt ¼ 0.05 d.

Using a spreadsheet (MS Excel) for Equation 3, DO deficit

along the wetland is simulated and DO remaining (C ¼

Cs 2 D) is calculated. K, Kan, and Kar are manipulated to

replicate the DO curve obtained from the field measure-

ments. The initial K and Kan values are taken as 0.21 d21

and 5d21, respectively, and BOD decrease is assumed to

be a retarded first order reaction (Equation 5) with a

retardation factor of 0.5.

It is found that changing K and Kan from their initial

values do not help in getting a simulation curve approxi-

mately close to the curve obtained from the field data.

However, when Kar is gradually reduced from the initial

value of 1.00 d21 at inlet to 0.11 d21 at outlet, the stimulated

curve more or less follows the ‘field curve’. Based on this

analysis it is identified that the possible distribution will be

within 60-40 and 70-30. While it is easy to interpret some

aerobic and anaerobic distribution curves as poor fits, the

distributions in the mid range are difficult to be visually

interpreted. The best fit is determined based on root mean

square (RMS) analysis for the field and the simulated

data. The RMS values for various aerobic decomposition

percentages indicate that the best fit is 64-36, meaning that

64% organics (BOD) are degraded aerobically and rest

36% anaerobically (Figure 1).

The aerobic and anaerobic distributions obtained from

the DO deficit model are then used to simulate a BOD

curve over fractional distance (or time). Using Equation 5,

the BOD curves are plotted with fa ¼ 64% and fan ¼ 36%

with and without a retarded rate constant (Figure 2).

Various retardation factors are also tried along with various

fa and fan.

It is observed that with a low retardation factor the

simulated curve mimics the field situation much better.

Therefore, it is checked whether Equation 4 (rate constants

without retardation factors) would be a better choice

and found that Equation 4 is a better choice for the

present wetland.

Figure 1 | Field and model generated DO curves. 64% aerobic and 36% anaerobic

degradation curve fits the field data the best. Error bars are the standard

deviations (^ ).

Figure 2 | Model generated (64% aerobic and 36% anaerobic) and field BOD5 curves.

A retardation factor of 0.5 is used in the retarded rate curve. The error bars

on the BOD5 curve indicate the standard deviations (^ ).
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CONCLUSIONS

The wetland modeled as an aerobic-anaerobic system

mimics the field conditions for dissolved oxygen. The

model takes into account the possible mechanisms of

oxygen addition and consumption, viz., atmospheric reaera-

tion, plant oxygen release, wastewater oxygen demand, and

biomass oxygen demand. The modeling results indicate that,

for Hanson Lake SFCWs, , 64% BOD removal occurs

aerobically and rest is removed anaerobically. The findings

of this study confirm that constructed wetlands should not

be designed as a pure aerobic system.

The proposed models with further refinements will be

able to evaluate the contribution of aerobic and anaerobic

degradation of carbonated matters and DO distribution in

the wetland. For example, one can evaluate the relative

contribution of roots by changing KR or that of reaeration

by changing Ka to see the simulation curves. The contri-

bution of plants may change depending upon their type,

extend, and health. Reaeration will also change depending

on the geographic location, season, and environmental

setting of the wetland (Stein & Hook 2005). Using this

model one may also evaluate the wetland by varying aerobic

and anaerobic contributions along the length of the SFCW

(e.g., initial 1/5 section: 30-70, between 2/5 and 3/5: 50-50,

between 3/5 and 4/5: 60-40, and at the last 1/5 section:

70-30). This model can be further modified to include

nitrification and temperature effects even though we are not

discussing these in this paper.

Sensitivity analyses are conducted for the simulated

DO curve with respect to K, Kar, and rBM (Equation 3),

and for Kan (Equation 4). Sensitivity is analyzed for the

reported (USEPA 2000) range of the first order BOD rate

constant (K ¼ 0.1 to 1.104 d21) in SFCWs. It is found that

K is a very sensitive parameter (data not shown) indicating

the need for careful selection of K for the model. The

sensitivity of the anaerobic degradation rate constant

(Kan) is evaluated within the range of 1–10 (Metcaff &

Eddy 2003). Kan is found to be not very sensitive in the

range 3–10d21, but Kan , 3d21 gives lower DO (data

not shown). The biomass oxygen demand rate (rBM) is

found to be another sensitive input for the model (data

not shown). It is important to use an appropriate rBM value

in the model.

In the past, variations in BOD removal in SFCWs were

modeled with retardation effects or non–uniform flow

(Crities & Tchobanoglous 1998; Grismer 2005). Results of

this study indicate that variations in BOD removal and the

DO distribution can be explained by distributing BOD

removal into aerobic and anaerobic processes and incor-

porating the role of plant roots. The present study sheds

light on how to incorporate the rhizosphere processes into

wetland design, and confirms that both aerobic and

anaerobic processes play roles in meeting the BOD in a

constructed wetland. The authors have proposed a way to

incorporate rhizosphere contribution and allocate the

wastewater BOD load to the aerobic and anaerobic

processes in a SFCW. However, further research is

necessary to refine the model and determine the values of

some of the parameters used in the modified DO deficit and

associated BOD model. In the present form the model

should serve as a stimulator for further work in this

area. Incorporation of further complexities of aerobic

and anaerobic processes, nitrogen cycle, temperature, and

seasonal variations will make this model more acceptable.
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